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Sculpture was once considered the domain of ambitious male artists, a medium as challenging in its physicality as it was 
limitless in scope. But for several decades, artists from Eva Hesse and Senga Nengudi to Phyllida Barlow and Ursula von 
Rydingsvard have carved a place for women working in contemporary sculpture. And in 2018, it’s arguably female artists who 
are creating some of the most interesting, challenging, and ambitious forms—freely taking the body apart, prodding taboos, and 
embracing the grotesque.

The eclectic group of 20 international sculptors highlighted here ranges from emerging to mid-career talents. What connections The eclectic group of 20 international sculptors highlighted here ranges from emerging to mid-career talents. What connections 
can we draw between them? There’s the extraordinary influence of Louise Bourgeois, for one—nearly half of these artists cited 
the late artist as one of their icons. Doris Salcedo looms large, too. Meanwhile, many of these practices underscore the fact that 
clay has been comfortably absorbed into the artist’s toolbox, moving well beyond the realm of vessels to become a 
commonplace material—as capable as steel, wood, resin, and other materials in pushing boundaries and helping us to see the 
world anew.

Together, these artists are helping to define, question, and evolve the future of their medium.Together, these artists are helping to define, question, and evolve the future of their medium.

Doreen Garner
B. 1986, United States. Lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. 

Doreen Garner’s visceral, unsettling 
sculptures suggest mutant body 
parts, festering wounds, and medical 
experimentations gone awry—what 
she described as “re-telling histories 
through sliced flesh.” In past shows 
at New York’s Larrie gallery and 
Brooklyn’s Pioneer Works, and more Brooklyn’s Pioneer Works, and more 
recently at this year’s Art Basel in 
Basel, cuts of silicone laced with pins 
were hung like specimens from meat 
racks, or trapped in glass jars for 
observation. The central narrative 
informing Garner’s practice is the 
violent exploitation of black bodies by violent exploitation of black bodies by 
the medical industry—focusing partly 
on the actions of J. Marion Sims, a 
19th-century white gynecologist who 
carried out experiments on enslaved 
black women.

Garner is interested in the 
transference that can occur between 
her objects and viewers: “I think 
three-dimensional works allow people 
to understand the ways their own 
physical bodies are implicated within 

the narratives,” she said. “I hope that my work helps people to understand how deep the wounds go, and the necessity of 
acknowledgement in order the begin healing.” In other projects, themes of skin, wounds, and healing became more literal; 
earlier this year, she opened a pop-up shop where she personally gave tattoos derived from black power motifs.

Detail of Doreen Garner, Rack of Those Ravaged and Unconsenting, for “White Man On a Pedestal,” at Pioneer Works, 2017. Courtesy of the 
artist.


